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Film Commission Wraps First Five Aflam Qaseera Films
The Film Commission has wrapped production on the first five Aflam Qaseera
films, all were shot in the UAE and mainly Abu Dhabi. The production of these
films marks the culmination of the Aflam Qaseera competition, which is designed
to promote emerging writers, directors and U.A.E. based production companies in
creating short films for international screenings and potentially broadcast.
Each Aflam Qaseera production received up to 100,000 A.E.D. in production
funding. The films, are 15 minutes in length, both in English and Arabic and from
a mix of genres and the final projects were selected from a field of more than
90 scripts. The Film Commission worked closely with the filmmakers to see their
projects through development and production, and will now be promoting them at
international film festivals throughout the year.
The five completed Aflam Qaseera films are:
• The Orphanage, by Mohammed Al-Otaiba, produced by Boomtown. It’s the story
of an investigative journalist who visits an orphanage where a number of children
are alleged to have disappeared. He wants to find out the real story, but pays for
this with his life.

Write Your Story... We Film It!
A Screen Writing Competition has been launched by the New York Film Academy
to enable members of the community in UAE and all over the GCC to tell their
stories through film.
The winner will receive a scholarship with NYFA Abu Dhabi worth of $3700 to
study 4 weeks digital filmmaking and a trip on Business Class to any Gulf country
on Etihad Airways, Nawaf Al-Janahi will turn the story into a short film and Abu
Dhabi Film Commission will promote the film in International film festivals.
The competition calls for the entry of short scripts related to three subjects:
Revenge, Crime, or Experimental.
A jury of film and script experts will select the winning project and announce the
winner of the film making course by end of March 2012.

For more information on the competition, check

www.facebook.com/ADNYFA
To send your script, please email

abudhabi@nyfa.edu

• The Journey by Sana Bagersh, produced by Brand Moxie. It is about a nervous
young Ethiopian woman who arrives at Abu Dhabi airport. Although young,
bewildered and alone, she manages to persuade an Indian taxi driver to take her
to her to Liwa at a reduced fare. Over the course of the journey the driver learns
about his passenger. Gradually he assumes the role of mentor and encourages
her to not forget her dream. Unexpectedly, she asks him about his own dream
and he realises that he has been away from home too long. He has lost his dream.
In mentoring her, he discovers the truth about himself.

Nawaf Al-Janahi Screens “Sea Shadow” at Top Festivals in U.S. and Europe
Following its successful theatrical run in the UAE and throughout the Gulf region,
Nawaf Al-Janahi’s “Sea Shadows” travelled to the U.S. and Europe for screenings
at the Palm Springs Film Festival and the European Film Market. The film, which
is about two teenagers in a small Ras Al Khaimah neighborhood, was an official
selection of the Palm Springs Film Festival screened multiple times to full houses
there. In Berlin, sales agency Fortissimo Films held two screening of “Sea Shadow”
as part of its worldwide rollout of the film.

For more information on “Sea Shadow”, please visit

nawafaljanahi.com

• A Genie Called Gin by Jac Mulder, produced by Muddville, in which a man
unexpectedly encounters a modern day Genie who offers him a number of
magical choices, clouded with some peculiar conditions.

BBC Wild Arabia in Abu Dhabi
BBC Wild Arabia a series of 3 x 60 min natural history films continues shooting
with two specialist camera teams filming at different locations in Abu Dhabi
and Sharjah. The Film Commission team continues to support the BBC shoot
throughout 2012 in terms of logistics and location services. The Wild Arabia series
will show the great nature, wildlife and culture of the UAE and the Gulf and it is
planned to be broadcast around the world in early 2013.

• Tooth of Hope by Nizar Sfair, produced by Eye Squad. It’s the story of Walid, who
recently lost his job and is now searching for a new one. When his wife finds out
that he had been keeping the fact secret from her, a rift in the relation is opened
that cannot be repaired until Walid finds work. What he doesn’t yet realize is that
he has a great talent for making children laugh.

• Visa Run by Mohamed Youssouf, produced by Media Mania. Two men in a hurry
cross paths in a coffee shop in Dubai. In the process of grabbing their early
morning caffeine hit they unintentionally exchange mobile phones. This leads to
a brief change of identity and insights into other lives.
Location of the Month : Jabel Hafeet, Al Ain
Jabel Hafeet is a mountain on the outskirts of Al Ain in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.
The mountain is primarily located in the United Arab Emirates, but straddles part
of the border with Oman. The Jebel Hafeet Mountain Road extends for 11.7km up
the mountain, rising 4,000 ft (1,219 m) with 21 corners and three lanes (two
climbing and one descending). Parking space is available and can accommodate
large equipment vehicles and cranes. There is no power supply for production,
so external electricity generators are needed and can be sourced locally. The 4
star Mercure hotel is located halfway to the top of the mountain and the road is
narrow in places, therefore Police presence is required on the shoot.

Please contact our Locations Department for filming permits on

+971 2 4011701
or send an email to

Abu Dhabi Film Commission at 62nd Berlinale:

locations@film.gov.ae

Abu Dhabi Film Commission attended the 62nd annual Berlin International Film
Festival along with 11 filmmakers from the U.A.E. as part of a program organized
by the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany in Abu Dhabi, in cooperation
with the Abu Dhabi Film Commission and the Goethe-Institute Gulf Region.
The Goethe-Institute provided enormous support to the filmmakers including
networking opportunities with a number of leading executives, studios and
financiers. The group were also given guided tours of the Reichstag, the Film
Museum in Potsdam and other cultural organisations in Berlin. Abu Dhabi Film
Commission also worked closely with the Embassy and the Institute to target
specific producers and distributers to advance the filmmakers’ various projects.
Abu Dhabi Film Commission held extensive talks with filmmakers, producers and
studio executives from around the world to help raise Abu Dhabi’s profile as a hub
of the global film industry and top production location. The Film Commission also
met with film festival representatives and distributors to promote indy and short
films produced in the U.A.E, including the recently completed Aflam Qaseera films.
This year’s Berlinale also featured a special spotlight on Arab cinema, which
included screenings of feature films and documentaries about the Arab world,
and panel discussions with well-known Arab Filmmakers.
The Berlinale is considered the largest publicly attended film festival worldwide.
The public program shows about 400 films per year, mostly international or
European premieres. The festival and the satellite events are attended by close
to 20,000 professional visitors from more than 100 countries, including 4,000
journalists.

Filmed in Abu Dhabi in February

The Heritage Film Festival in Abu Dhabi
For the second year, the Heritage Film Festival took place at Abu Dhabi’s Heritage
Village. The Heritage Film Festival is organized by the Goethe-Institute Gulf
Region and screens a selection of Arab, German and Swiss films in a unique
outdoor setting. This year’s festival, titled “The Young and the Old,” is focused on
relationships between generations in different cultures and included screenings
of short films and features followed by discussions with the filmmakers.
The Film Commission was pleased to support the festival again by taking part in
a panel on supporting filmmaking in Abu Dhabi. The Film Commission also hosted
a familiarization tour to German Directors and Producers to key production
locations in Abu Dhabi, including Yas Island, Saadyiat Island and Sh. Zayed Grand
Mosque.

The Film Commission assisted different filming projects and facilitated their
locations and production needs. The productions, which took place during the
month of February, are:
A corporate video for UAE Expo 2012 in Korea, by Filmmworks; family documentary
film Solar Energy / Cest Pas Sorcier by Multimedia France Productions; corporate
video for McLaren Middle East Launch by Mclaren Automotive; reportage on Abu
Dhabi Golf Championship by IMG; (documentary) Cities of Bedrock by Navigation
Films; Wild Arabia - Time lapse by BBC; Abu Dhabi Championship by Golf Channel;
Passage to Abu Dhabi by ADTA; NHK World Asia in View by Don Productions; Aflam
Qaseera’s project Visa Run by Media Mania and a commercial for DHL by Adam
Film.
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